We Are NTT
A Global Technology and
Business Solutions Provider

We advance digital transformation
to resolve social challenges.
As a global technology and business solutions provider, NTT contributes to the
resolution of social issues and achieving a sustainable world through its
business operations. We act and deliver on our commitment to continuously
innovate for the benefit of people, clients, and communities.

We contribute to a more
sustainable world.
At NTT, our history of an organization that contributes to society has permeated
our culture since our inception 150 years ago. We continue that tradition with our
commitment to aiding in the achievement of the UN Sustainable Development
Goals (UN SDGs) through our business operations and in joining with other
organizations around the world who are also determined to achieve these goals.

Providing Clients Critical Confidence

We make technology solutions that help organizations and society move into
the digital future with confidence. We have a 150-year culture of innovation
and providing high-quality services. Today we manage complex technology
and provide high-value business solutions to clients across industries and
around the world. NTT is the partner you can trust to deliver solutions that
solve today's challenges and advance your digital transformation into the
future. We take the worry out of moving forward.

Committing to Long-term Relationships

To us, relationships are much more than a contract. They are about trust,
integrity, loyalty, cooperation and care. What makes NTT so different is the
way we commit – to our clients, our people, and our communities. We are
there for the long term, championing and supporting them through good
times and bad, unshakable in our belief in what is possible when we work
together. We believe in the value of true relationships.

Delivering Transformative Results

Everything we do, we do to shape organizations and communities for
meaningful outcomes. We help our clients achieve their goals by developing
and adopting innovative technology and transforming the way they do
business. We judge ourselves not only by the positive impact we have on our
clients business but the way our advancements and innovations move society
forward. We help create outcomes for a better world for all.
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NTT Initiatives as Part of its Business Operations

NTT is among an elite group of enterprises whose CEOs have signed on with
The Valuable 500, an initiative that aims to take a leadership role in creating
unprecedented opportunities for the 1.3 billion people in the world dealing
with disabilities.
Environment, social, and governance (ESG) indexes are a leading indicator in
assessing a company's impact on the world. NTT's perennial selection to major
global ESG indexes is proof positive of our determination to fulfill our
responsibilities to our stakeholders and to society.
NTT is active in promoting and transitioning to the use of renewable energy,
reducing the environmental burden through the development and deployment of
innovative ICT technologies, and numerous other initiatives toward realizing its
"Zero Environmental Impact" vision.

Achieving the UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs)

The NTT Group has identified the correlations between its business activities and
the 17 SDGs, and through numerous groupwide initiatives and technological and
knowledge-based collaboration with its partners, has created tremendous
momentum in its drive to contribute to the achievement of the SDGs.
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We see opportunities for transformation.
Focused on the future for your business success.

NTT's investment in R&D and the application of innovative technologies helps our clients
transform their digital business models in a world that never stops evolving. Our extensive
range of capabilities, expertise, and services, along with a diverse workforce in over 80
countries, allows us to provide global, unique and impactful value to our clients.

NTT Group by the Numbers

$112
billion

#62

Fortune Global

150+
years

Global Revenue

Heritage

A

Top 5

S&P Rating

Global IT
Services Provider

Presence in

Industry Business Solutions

Disruptive
Co-Innovation Approach

Technology Services Expertise

New Venture Ecosystems

World-Leading R&D

80+

Countries & regions

Global Brand

#37

in Brand Finance

Top 100
Global Innovator
in Clarivate Analytics

#1
Data Centre

by TeleGeography

Clients & Communities
We serve

320,000+

Employees Worldwide
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80%

of Fortune Global 100 are Clients

Invest in the next innovative
technology frontier
Venture Fund

$500M

Top 5
IP Backbone
by CAIDA

Network Coverage

190+
Countries &
regions
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We shape a better future.

We work collaboratively to deliver solutions.

Delivering services to clients and communities worldwide.

Providing innovations that drive transformative outcomes.

To help deliver better, more unique and high-value services to our clients, NTT Corporation has
established NTT, Inc. as a company that consolidates multiple business units to focus specifically
on the group's global business. This will maximize NTT's competitiveness and effectiveness in
leveraging the broad range of talent and experience of our worldwide workforce. The new
structure also provides enhanced governance, and further strengthens NTT's R&D capability,
enabling the company to create new value and reinforce its presence on the global stage to
deliver improved client outcomes.

NTT Ltd. enables business outcomes for
clients through global managed services for
networking, data center, cloud
infrastructure, cybersecurity, and cloud
communications.

Travel &
Public
Transportation Sector

Industry

Digital & Business Consulting

Consulting

Advanced Technologies, Platforms and Co-Innovation

Innovation

Data Center
and Cloud
Services

Application
Services

Cybersecurity Services

Business
Process
Services

Network
Services

Technical
Support

Workplace
Services

Healthcare
Telco,
Retail
& Life Sciences Media
& CPG
& Sports/
Entertainment

Technology
Consulting
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NTT Research has a mission to conduct
basic research and advance the
technologies that become second nature to
us all so they can best promote positive
change for humankind.

Financial
Manufacturing
Services
& Automotive
& Insurance

Managed
Services

NTT Disruption co-creates disruptive
solutions with people, business partners,
and global game-changers. We empower
smart things, which lead to big changes
for good.

NTT DATA delivers transformative results for
clients through industry consulting,
applications management, data
intelligence/automation, workplace, cloud,
and managed services.

As a combined organization, NTT is a top 5 global technology and business solutions provider.
We provide global managed IT services, cybersecurity, hybrid cloud, datacenter, networking,
application management, data automation and workplace services. Our focus is on
industry-specific outcomes leveraging digital business consulting and industry solutions.
Together with our investments in innovation, venture capital and R&D we deliver high-value
results to clients as a partner for their current and future technology, business and digital
transformation needs.
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We innovate to move society forward.

We disrupt industries for good.

Building a smarter world to enable new experiences.

Nurturing a culture of innovation to achieve the best future possible.

NTT Group companies are active around the world, applying existing and newly developed
technologies to improving the quality of life and helping people and communities to meet
significant challenges. By identifying issues, cultivating relationships of trust with a diverse range
of partners, and continually innovating to challenge the status quo, NTT achieves transformative
outcomes for the future of society.

Smart Sports
NTT's Ultra Remote Viewing is real-time
super high-definition surround video
synthesis technology that integrates 4K
camera images into one super-wide image
which is transmitted to multiple locations at
once. It creates a new fan experience for
remote baseball viewers, and helps the
sport to move confidently into the future.

Few organizations have the breadth and depth to focus on longer-term investigation into innovation
that has a broader impact on society. Working today in advanced areas such as quantum
computing, digital information security technologies, and medical informatics, NTT has committed
a broad base of R&D capabilities to co-innovating with the best and brightest in industry and
academia to achieve breakthroughs that will help ensure a connected, sustainable future.

5,000

40

IEEE Fellows

x3

Awarded IEEE
Milestones

R&D Professionals

17K+

Patents Granted

Smart City
NTT has partnered with the City of Las
Vegas to develop a smart city prototype.
The deployment of exponential technologies
and the remote creation and orchestration
of information and communication
technology resources will lead to improved
traffic management, enhanced public
security and service provision, and a
smarter, more connected community.
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1.3K+

Technical Papers Annually

$3.6B

Invested in R&D per Year
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Corporate Data

NTT Group at a Glance
NTT Corporation

NYV\WU[[

NTT, Inc. (Global Holding)

NTT Ltd.

NTT DATA

hello.global.ntt



www.nttdata.com

NTT Communications



NTT Venture Capital

NTT Global Sourcing

NTT Disruption

NTT Research
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 NTT DATA is a publicly traded company; NTT Inc. has a 54% ownership share
 NTT Communications in Japan only
 NTT Research Inc. operates outside of Japan and is part of the NTT R&D Group
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www.global.ntt

www.ntt.com

Name

NTT, Inc.

Business Activities

Strategic planning, governance, and execution support for
the global business of the NTT Group, etc.

Head Office

Otemachi First Square, East Tower, 5-1, Otemachi 1-Chome,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8116, Japan

Paid-In Capital

IPSSPVU`LU4HYJO

Shareholder

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (100%)

Number of Employees

3 (1\S`
Reference: NTT Group employees outside of Japan 13,000

Website

www.global.ntt

Organization Chart
Board

www.nttvc.com

www.nttsourcing.com

CEO

disruption.global.ntt

COO

ntt-research.com

Corporate
7SHUUPUN
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Digital
+LWHY[TLU[
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7SH[MVYTZ
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Auditor

CSO

Smart World
Business Unit

Disruption
Business
Unit
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(as of (WYPS, 202)
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NTT, Inc.

www.global.ntt
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